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About I AM Builders
I AM Builders is one of the nation’s top construction estimating and consulting
firms specializing in cost estimating and bidding for Developers, General
Contractors, Subcontractors, Architects, Owners, and Lenders.
We’re on a mission to help our client’s grow their
businesses and want to help you:

Generate 10x the number of leads

Boost your closing rates

Estimate your jobs with speed

Build relationships to get lifetime
clients

(and on autopilot)

Our Experience
Our team has worked with over 700
clients nationwide (Developers, General
Contractors, Subcontractors, Architects,
Lenders, and more)
We’ve successfully estimated over $800
million in projects for our clients.

Many of our clients are implementing
our strategies and estimates and closing
between 30-50% of their bids.
We have been trusted to estimate many highprofile projects including the US Embassy in
Jerusalem, Israel for the US Government.

We bring the power of a large Estimating and Sales Department to our clients.
Our team is available to you at any time. You can reach us at:

I AM Builders Main Office
16650 North Kendall Drive, Suite 211
Miami, FL 33196
Office: 1-866-367-4939
Email: info@iambuilders.com
Upload Link: www.iambuilders.com/upload

INTRO
Welcome to the official I AM Builders
Blueprint to Explode our
Construction Business!
This is the definitive guide to follow if you want to get more construction
leads, estimate more projects, and ultimately sell more projects.
If you are:
•

A busy Contractor struggling to keep up with bids

•

Spending long nights and weekends estimating to try to
keep up

•

Missing out on projects because you just can’t get to them

•

Frustrated with computers and need some expert help

Then this Blueprint has the potential to transform and grow your
business.
We’ll show you how to get more leads and bid more jobs almost
on autopilot, and what our clients are doing that are closing 3050% of their bids.
We are also going to show you how to estimate jobs on
autopilot (without you being involved)
Sounds impossible but trust us, it’s not.
Introducing, the I AM Builders Xplode Strategy.
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XPLODE STRATEGY
Building any business is challenging. Building a successful construction
business is near impossible.
At I AM Builders, our specialty is the estimating, sales, and marketing
strategies that make contractors successful.

We coach our clients with this specific method to grow their business.
After doing this through the years, we’ve created our very own Xplode Strategy.
It consists of 3 parts, and it’s allowed some of our clients to increase their bid closing
rate by 30-50%.
We’ll go more in depth on all 3 later in this guide but for now here’s a quick overview.
Introducing: The Xplode Strategy

01

Generate Phase [the fuel]

02

Bidding and Estimating Phase [the engine]

03

Close Phase [the multiplier]

Create your system of leads to fuel your business

Bid at lightning speed and bid more jobs

Supercharge your closing rate and build clients for life

Each phase has very specific principles to implement to guarantee success. Most
contractors aren’t doing this, so this will be your secret weapon. The biggest challenge
we know you’re going to have when implementing this is the time to do it.
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GENERATE
PHASE
THE FUEL

Create your system of leads to fuel
your business
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Lead generation is the fuel that is going to run your
business.

The simple reality is the more leads you get, the more chances
you have of closing more sales.
This first section will focus on the specific principles and steps to
follow to receive 50-100 project leads per week.

Paid Lead Generation Services
This is our go-to method. If you want to supercharge your lead generation immediately,
this is the way to go.
Lead Generation Services connect Developers and Architects to General Contractors and
connects General Contractors with Subcontractors. It’s the best method to get access to
projects right now that are about to start construction.
We get hundreds of bid invitations per month from clients, and these are the most
common we see:
•

iSqFt – isqft.com

•

The Blue Book – thebluebook.com

•

Building Connected – buildingconnected.com

There are others like Dodge, Bidclerk, CMD, and more, but these are the ones that have
proven to give you the best results for your money.
Prices range from $75-150 per month.

Pro Tip:

Sign up for the free trial/starter options for all of these so you
can start getting a few leads per week and take time to try them
out and decide which one you want to sign up for later on.
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Do these things before bidding a job:
Pre-Bid Tip #1
Pass by their office
Before bidding for anyone, pass by their office and meet them face-to-face. This is a
must. If you can’t meet them in person, at a minimum, call and speak with the decision
maker to introduce yourself.
Otherwise don’t waste your time. Your bid will just be used to get better pricing from
your competitor.

Pre-Bid Tip #2
Create a dedicated email
Create an email dedicated to your estimating. You’re going to start getting at least 50100 emails per week. If you use your current email, your regular emails will get lost in
the mix.
Use Godaddy.com and buy a custom domain with email. Your email should be
something along the lines of:
estimating@smithconstruction.com
info@abcconstruction.com
bids@xyzbuilders.com
The Godaddy customer service can help you with this but it’s pretty easy to set up.

Pre-Bid Tip #3
Sign up as a GC AND as a Subcontractor.
When GCs start blasting out emails to all the subcontractors in the area, you’ll get an
email invitation and you can contact the owner as a potential GC bidder. You can call the
architect and ask to become a bidder as a GC.
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Build your Potential Client List by Visiting
This is a long-term strategy, but it’s the one that will yield you the greatest results.
Set up a schedule to visit at least 4 potential clients per week. Introduce yourself and
offer budget pricing for projects they have in-progress.
Bring business cards and get their business cards. Later, we are going to show you how to
set up a CRM (Customer Relationship Manager) to follow up with your potential clients).
Do a quick Google Maps search of the type of client you’re targeting.
Here is a screenshot of Google Maps. See that list on the left? It’s packed with your future
clients.

Go to maps.google.com and type:
“Type of client” + in city
“Type of client” + near zip code
“Type of client” + state
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For General Contractors:
Make a Master List of the following types of clients and start visiting. A quick Google
search and copy-and-paste list is all you need.
•

Developers

•

Realtors (Commercial and Residential)

•

Any Previous Clients

•

Architects

•

Interior Designers

•

Property Managers

•

Mortgage Brokers

•

New Construction Project or
Developments (ask for the main
person in charge)

•

Construction Management Firms (or
large GCs that usually hire Sub-GCs)

•

Owners Representative Firms

•

Business Consulting Firms

•

Mall Leasing Offices (ask how to
become a preferred contractor)

•

Universities and Colleges (ask how to
become a preferred contractor)

•

Large Residential Developments
(they are usually run by property
managers, or they need contractors
for renovation projects often)

•

Empty Tenant Spaces at Malls and
Strip Malls (ask the leasing agent to
be updated on these spaces – this a
great opportunity because if the space
becomes filled soon, you’ll be fresh in
their minds.)

•

Suppliers and Vendors (they come
across all the projects since other
contractors call to get pricing. They
can tell you who is bidding. You might
need to negotiate a finder’s fee for
these types of leads)
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For Subcontractors
Make a Master List of the following types of clients and start visiting. Again, a quick
Google search and copy-and-paste list is all you need.
•

General Contractors (ask to get on
their bid list)

•

Construction Management Firms
(sometimes they hire subs on smaller
projects directly)

•

•

•

Large Residential Developments
(they are usually run by property
managers, or they need contractors
for renovation projects often)

•

New Construction Projects (ask for the
person in charge and ask if they need
your trade for any jobs)

Older Residential Communities (that
might need paint or other remodeling)

•

Interior Designers (some designers
do some of the finishes directly. They
might be able to hire you directly)

Realtors (Commercial and Residential
– their clients always need remodels in
new spaces or homes)

•

Suppliers and Vendors (they come
across all the projects since other
contractors call to bid them. They
can tell you who is bidding. You might
need to negotiate a finder’s fee for
these types of leads)

•

Any Previous Clients

•

Property Managers

•

Mall Leasing Offices (ask how to
become a preferred contractor)

•

Universities and Colleges (ask how to
become a preferred contractor)

So, long story short, develop this
lead system and you’ll always have
opportunities.
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Sign up for government work
The government is always building!
We can tap into a gold-mine of high-paying projects here. Most of these require higher
wages like Davis Bacon Prevailing wages.
Typically contract values are almost double what you would normally bid for private
work. You’ll need to sign up at the city, county, town, state, and federal levels.

Sign up at these links
USA.Gov - https://www.usa.gov/become-government-contractor
BidNet - https://www.bidnet.com/
GSA - https://vsc.gsa.gov/RA/toolBox.cfm
Fed Biz Opps - https://www.fbo.gov/

Now for part two, “Bidding with speed”.
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BIDDING AND
ESTIMATING
PHASE
THE ENGINE
Bid at lightning speed and bid
more jobs
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While generating leads is the fuel, Estimating is the engine for
your sales. It’s the second piece of the strategy.
Up to this point you’ve invested hours in getting leads, meeting
clients, and chasing opportunities.
This is the make or break point. We need to bid the right jobs,
bid as many of the right jobs as fast as possible, and build up
our perceived value.

Winning bids comes down to two things:
1. The Owner’s financials (how easily they can afford the project)
2. Your perceived value in relation to your competition
The easier the owner can afford the project, the more likely they are going to hire based
on value and less on price.
The strategy here is to filter through all the project leads and see what projects will likely
be built on value and actually get built.
Look for signs in the plans. Economy design, finish selection, small project, or simpledrawn plans are indicators of budget-conscious clients.
When you see mid to higher-end finishes, a well-drawn out set of plans with tons of
details, or if there is an interior designer on the team, this is likely a higher end client that
would pay a bit more. Detailed plans with tons of details cost much more than simple
plans so this is an indication the client is putting value over cost.

Big Myth Busted: The low bidder doesn’t always win
Most contractors think that the low bidder always wins. That’s a big myth. It’s really your
perceived value compared to your competition that wins you the job. The only time the
low bidder wins are with government work and sealed bids. But then your contracts will
be much higher because of scaled wages, so you still win.

Build a high level of perceived value before, during, and after the bid, and you’ll
dominate your competitors.
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Meet your Clients First
Before bidding, meet your potential client in person. Decide if you want to work for
them.
Meet the owner, architect, and the rest of the team.
Project Managers and Architects are the “Gatekeepers” of the projects. Architects can
recommend you to the Owner, and Project Managers for the General Contractor are the
ones that choose the Subcontractors.

Pro Tip:

Build a great relationship with the architects that are
designing a lot of work in your city. Look out for their logo
banners on construction projects.

Pro Tip:

Only bid for GCs that are aggressive in sales and actually
win jobs. Look out for the GC’s logos on active construction
projects. Those are the ones who are winning projects.
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Prioritize your bids
Prioritize your bids and bid only what you can win
You can easily get 50-100 project invitations per week using these strategies
......Time to prioritize.
Important: Have a dedicated estimating email (read Pre-Bid Tip #2 above)
**The average closing rate for most contractors is only 5%. ***
That means you bid 20 jobs to only get ONE!
Why are some of our more successful clients closing 30-50% of their bids while others
are barely getting by?
Bid quality projects and reject the timewasters, and watch your closing rate soar
How do you know which is a good bid?
You must read between the lines and ask the right questions. You also must prioritize
based on certain characteristics to determine if it’s a high-quality bid.
Learn how to filter your clients.
Here is our recommendation (in order of priority)
Aim to classify each potential client and project under one of these:
1. Best Leads- Make these your priority.
2. Medium Quality - Do these if you have time
3. Low/Bad Quality- Run for the hills!
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BEST LEADS
These types of leads should be your most important, highest priority leads.

11.

Client has the job and is ready to start
Put these guys at the top of your priority list. When you get a call from a client who
is ready to start building, stop what you’re doing and bid this job. If you don’t have
time to bid it, you can send us the project and we can expedite it. Projects like this
typically have much less competition. You also know your client is ready to build
and not just bidding the job themselves.

22.

Previous Clients
Previous clients know your work and have come back to you. It’s likely you may be
the only bidder since they know you. Put this as one of your top priorities.

33.

Referrals
Referrals bring the power of a recommendation. If someone recommends you, they
are putting their own reputation on the line for you. This is a great potential job.

44.

Negotiated Projects
If you get involved with a negotiated project, this likely means it’s a Cost-Plus fee
structure where the client is paying for the construction plus a management fee
instead of a lump-sum. There is usually no competition for this type of project and
as long as your budget price is reasonable, you’ll get the job.

51.

Clients who are generally good at selling and do a lot of projects
Keep a lookout for the signs on the fences of construction projects as you drive
around your city. You’ll notice the specific General Contractors and Construction
Managers who are actively building, not just bidding. A lot of contractors bid, bid,
bid, but don’t win that many jobs.
As a GC, check out the architecture firms and developers on these signs. They are
the ones that successfully get projects to start construction. Also get in touch with
Commercial Realtors since they are the first ones involved with leasing and selling
the real estate that is going to get built. Check out our master list above. You
should easily be able to add hundreds of prospects to your master list.
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61.

Leads from Commercial Lead companies
All great leads start as new potential clients. It’s recommended by business
experts to have a healthy mix of repeat and new clients. You can find these
through construction lead services:
•

The Blue Book

•

CMD

•

iSqFt

•

Building Connected

•

Dodge

•

Home Advisor

•

Bid Clerk

•

etc....

Be very selective though. I recommend only bidding for local contractors here and visiting
before submitting a bid. Your team’s time is your most valuable asset. It will give your bid
a more personable feel and put a face to the bid. Otherwise you’re just another number.

MEDIUM QUALITY LEADS:
These are leads that you only perform bids for if you have time. Try to focus all your
attention on the “Best Leads” above, but if you run out of these leads, don’t stop the train.
Continue moving forward with bidding the following types of clients.

77.

Clients who bid a lot of jobs and win only a few.
You have to get a feel for how aggressively a client is chasing after jobs. The more
aggressive the better the lead. But as long as they are winning some of their jobs,
you should still bid for them.

88.

Out-of-Towners
Your best clients will be local clients that you can invest and do repeat work. Outof-Towners might win a job, but they will do only 1 project per year or every few
years. It’s better to invest in someone that will do 10-20+ projects per year in your
area.
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LOW/BAD QUALITY LEADS
Run for the hills!
With the amount of construction work out there, you probably shouldn’t even bid these
types of clients.

91.

Clients who always undercut your bid
These clients will basically ask you to do the project at cost. This would only be a
good client if you’re starting to build your reputation.

10

Clients who shop with your number
How can you tell if a client’s shops with your number? If you give 5+ bids and never
get awarded. Stop bidding. Set up a meeting in person and give your client an
ultimatum - award you a job or you’ll stop bidding.

11

Difficult Clients
These are the annoying, high maintenance type of clients. If you decide to bid for
this, make sure you add a difficulty factor to cover the stress of working with them.

12

Clients who take long to pay or always try to get away
with change orders for free
Once again, these clients yield little to no profit. Don’t waste your time.

ACTION STEP
Go through your leads and determine who are good leads. Use this priority list above to
rate each client and start making judgement calls. It’s ok to say no to a client. If you’re too
busy, let them know. If they are wasting your time, let them know as well.
After you’ve bid 5 projects consecutively without winning a bid, go and have a face-toface ultimatum meeting and inform them if you are not awarded a job, you are no longer
going to bid for them. They might have something pending they can award you.
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The General Contractor’s Secret Strategy
[Budget Estimating for Architects and Developers]
Architects and Developers are the Rainmakers
Architects and Developers are the ultimate decision makers for projects. Architects design
the project, while Developers finance the project.
Architects are the first point of contact a client works and trusts on their construction
project. The most common question at the end of the design phase is “Can you
recommend a contractor?”
Developers often need budgetary pricing early in the planning and design phases to
make financial decisions. Many of our clients are Developers needing pricing before and
during the design phase to determine if a project is worth pursuing. These are investors
that need accurate construction costs before finalizing their plans.
Now what if you can provide pricing
If you have a great relationship with several architects, they will always be giving you
the opportunity to meet the client and bid the jobs. Architects often act as the Owner
Representative through the construction phase. Architects call this “CA, or Construction
Administration”.
Here’s the thing though....
Most architects don’t know construction pricing.
Several years ago, I worked as an architect at an Interior Design firm, and we were
constantly going back and redesigning a ton of work because it came in over-budget. This
was thousands of dollars wasted when periodic budgets throughout the process would
have saved a lot of money and time.

STRATEGY

Offer free budget pricing to architects for the
opportunity to be involved, meet the client, and be the
main bidder at the end of the design phase.
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The Subcontractor’s secret strategy
[Budget Estimating for General Contractors]
STRATEGY #1

Bid High and Fast

General Contractors will always ask for better pricing from you. Know this
ahead of time, so build in 5-10% extra in costs so you can have room in your
budget for the project.
In other words, you don’t have to be so careful with your price.
In the Close Phase, we are going to focus on follow up and negotiations, and
you’re going to see that by following up and building relationships, the decision
to hire you will be less on price, and more on the value you bring.
You are going to be negotiating your price down in relation to your competitors

STRATEGY #2

Estimate Amount of Future Change Orders

The average project will yield an additional 20-30% in change orders as a
Subcontractor. These are things like damages by other trades, changes
required by inspectors, changes by Owner, or mistakes by the GC.
Step 1 - Bid high since they always want a discount
(ballpark price to get into negotiations quickly).
Step 2 - Perform detailed estimate if the price looks promising.
Note: For legal reasons, add a note in your proposal with language that “this is a
preliminary estimate and not a legally binding proposal.”
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STRATEGY #3

Use Historical Budget Pricing

Use pricing from projects you’ve already done and calculate a cost per SF.
You already have the data.
Calculate the overall square footage.
Do the following math:
Final Price / SF = Cost per SF
Do this for all your projects and you’ll start seeing a trend. You can quickly
calculate rough costs to give to your clients.

Don’t Waste Time with Material Lists
When we perform our estimates, we don’t use material lists. Material lists are
too slow. Use unit pricing instead.
Use National Construction Estimator Software, or RS Means. Or create your own
database of pricing. Start with database pricing and polish the estimate after.
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Use Digital Takeoff Software and Spreadsheet
Digital takeoff software is going to help you estimate fast and extremely accurate.
Because the quantities are more accurate, you’ll be able to give lower and more
competitive pricing. Most contractors are still bidding by hand so you’ll have the
advantage.
In our office, we use Planswift and Bluebeam.
screenshot of Planswift.

The screenshot above is a

You can estimate area, linear, and count items in your bids. Here is a screenshot:

The two best takeoff Software we can recommend are:
•

Planswift – planswift.com

•

Bluebeam – bluebeam.com

There are many more, but these are the ones we use ourselves.
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CLOSE
PHASE

THE MULTIPLIER
Supercharge your closing rate and
build clients for life
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At this point, you should have been working the client and
building up your perceived value during the lead phase, bid
phase, and now you need to finalize the deal.
The goal here is to close the current project and build a
relationship.
How do you do this? Through manually and automatically
following up.

Auto Follow Up
Use a CRM to follow up on projects and nurture clients. You can use these tools to
send out consistent emails to larger groups of people and it also helps you manage all
your leads so you can be more organized and efficient.

Manual Follow Up
Call people, call people, call people, call people. Also be sure to call people. Seriously
though, we cannot stress it enough how important it is for your company to be
consistently reaching out for potential business. Don’t get lazy, make the call.

Get your foot in the door
You might have to take a few jobs with low margins to get your foot in the door. That’s
ok because most projects get between 20-30% in change orders. So, don’t be afraid to
bid low to get the first jobs with a client.

Invest in the client
Not all clients are created equal.
Over the course of many years, we’ve determined that building relationships with your
clients will bring you business easier, faster, more often, it will also give you a much
higher close rate, and a better quality of life overall than constantly chasing new leads.
I was recently in a conversation with a developer client of ours, and I had suggested he
get 3 bids for each trade before finalizing the price. His response was priceless.
“I’d rather spend more money on a quality subcontractor that I’ve worked with before
than save a few bucks with a new guy I don’t know.”
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Construction is very stressful. If you link up with a few clients that give you repeat
business, you’ll be setting up a great foundation for your business. You won’t be chasing
after new projects all the time. Those are the hardest to get.
Our suggestion - bid cheap with new clients to get to the negotiation table and offer
valuable suggestions in planning, product alternatives for better quality and price. Use
your expertise and value to be a high-value asset to the team.
If you do this, they’ll likely hire you for one of theirs jobs (even if not this one), and after
you get a few under your belt, you can raise your price little by little after your value and
quality justifies your price.

The moral of the story is:
Invest in the client, and you’ll have projects for life.
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CONCLUSION
You need to
1. Generate Leads
2. Bid and Estimate Jobs Faster
3. Close the Sale and build lifetime clients
Follow this exact blueprint to supercharge your sales and
your estimating.
We’ve worked with hundreds of clients, estimated hundreds
of millions of dollars of projects, and these EXACT strategies
and methods have led to some of them having as high as a
closing rate of 30-50% for their bids!
So, trust us on this info and more importantly…

GO EXECUTE!
If you’re a busy contractor and you need help managing
some of your estimating, or if you’re missing out on bids
because of time, feel free to reach out to us.

I AM Builders Main Office
16650 North Kendall Drive, Suite 211
Miami, FL 33196
Office: 1-866-367-4939
Email: info@iambuilders.com
Upload Link: www.iambuilders.com/upload
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